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The trickster or clown is an example of a Jungian archetype.In modern literature the trickster survives as a
character archetype, not necessarily supernatural or divine, sometimes no more than a stock character.Often
too, the trickster is distinct in a story by his acting as a sort of catalyst, in that his antics are the cause of other
characters' discomfiture, but he himself is left untouched.
Trickster - Wikipedia
Publication history. James Jesse first appeared in Flash (1st series) #113 (Juneâ€“July 1960) and was
created by John Broome and Carmine Infantino.. Axel Walker debuted in Flash (2nd series) #183 (April 2002)
and was created by Geoff Johns and Scott Kolins.. Fictional character biography James Jesse. The original
Trickster (real name Giovanni Giuseppe) is the practical joker and con man whose ...
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Nella mitologia, nella religione e nello studio del folklore l'imbroglione (ingl. trickster "imbroglione, truffatore")
Ã¨ un personaggio, uomo, donna o animale antropomorfo, vorace, abile nell'imbroglio e caratterizzato da una
condotta amorale, al di fuori delle regole convenzionali.. Questa figura liminale e ambigua ha spesso nei miti
un ruolo altrettanto importante di quello delle classiche ...
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Trickster (engl. Gauner, BetrÃ¼ger und Schwindler) werden Figuren in der Mythologie oder Literatur
genannt, die mit Hilfe von Tricks die Ordnung im (gÃ¶ttlichen) Universum durcheinanderbringen.. Die Figur
des Tricksters handelt in der Mythologie meist aus moralischen GrÃ¼nden â€“ er fungiert oft als Kulturheros,
also jemand, der eine groÃŸe Tat mit fundamentalen gesellschaftlichen Auswirkungen ...
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This webpage is for Dr. Wheeler's literature students, and it offers introductory survey information concerning
the literature of classical China, classical Rome, classical Greece, the Bible as Literature, medieval literature,
Renaissance literature, and genre studies.
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